Abstract. This paper introduces a novel linguistic habit graph LHG for automation of contextual text correction. The result of our current researches is a constructed mechanism for searching and aggregating tens of millions word-triples from websites that create a simple context statement for a given language that makes us able to predict word sequences and proceed corrections better than currently used solutions. Moreover, the LHG graph during colleting word-triples grow is limited and slows down so LHG graphs can be continuously supplemented by reading next texts to improve the correction results.
Introduction
In today's world, Internet supplies a vast amount of information. Information can be found in many articles on various websites, blogs, electronic newspapers etc. Social media sites like Facebook, Google+ or Twitter seem to share the greatest amount of information. The 21st century is the age of digital information. Unfortunately, this information is usually weakly associated with another, similar or corresponding information losing valuable context or using it in such a way that valuable context is rarely used.
Many websites contain articles on the same or similar subject, but there is usually only some weak passive indexing with no association nor active interconnection between them. People, who are surfing on the Internet, can easily find these connections and associate a capacious amount of information from different sources thanks to their intelligence and knowledge. Such similar information compete between each other rather than supplement each other. Computer programs and searching algorithms cannot yet proceed associative computation in this natural way coming from processing information in the brain.
Currently, there are many approaches and mechanisms in order to collect and store this information. Language models based on n-grams of words (also enriched with POS tags) are well known for more than 20 years and used for speech recognition, machine translation and automatic text tagging [1, 2, 3] .
There are many other approaches how to construct models to the analysis of the text, such as:
• mentioned before n-grams,
• formal and transaction grammar,
• rule-based systems [4] ,
• corpus-driven methods [5] .
Our research is focused on an attempt to use the existing texts in order to build algorithms, which will be able to find and process as many relations between words as possible using specialized graphs. Furthermore, thanks to these connections quickly find important relations in the sentences in appropriate contexts. A construction of the maximum extended and general Linguistic Habit Graph (LHG) has been undertaken to realize this goal. The LHG is built on the basis of many text corpora obtained from sentences from various sources.
The LHG was already successfully used for automatic correction of texts [6] . Previous researches using the LHG graph and the innovative algorithms in that area which enabled us to achieve very good automatic context-sensitive text correction based on context and frequency of its occurrence and the similarity of the words found in the known contexts. Positive results of the previously used LHG graph were the main reasons to continue research in that area.
Methods of storing the collected information
The main task of an effective mechanism for automated context analysis of texts is to develop a correct and effective method for storing and using collected information in a proper context. An important aspect of this is a form of storing information that can deliver abilities to use stored information associated with other information in a similar way a human brain does. While searching texts, important associations between words must be automatically and contextually stored in a proper way in order to be rapidly available to process other texts using the stored contexts. and only data mining and searching algorithms can simulate some deduction processes. Traditional algorithms are still far away from thinking in a human way [7] .
Linguistic Habit Graph -LHG
The result of our current research is an algorithm for searching and aggregating tens of millions word-triples from websites that create a simple context statement for a given language. The most important task was to choose a effective way of storing data to be able to use the context of stored information in the past. The graph structure has been used to model and store the relations between words.
This graph model has been called Linguistic Habit Graph since it expresses the human linguistic habits and is constructed after human knowledge expressions reflected in sentences constructed by people. This graph allows also to store and test frequency of inflectional word contexts.
The LHG is a directed graph where vertexes represent words in certain inflectional forms and directed edges that represent the real words sentence order. The advantage of this graph is that every word is represented only once.
There are no duplicates of words in this model. Already ple. The other advantage is the fact that they can be automatically built during the reading from text corpora [8] .
The more texts are stored in the transformed LHG form the better ability to validate the context of words after frequency and their inflectional forms. should not be taken into account during the spell checking. In general, the LHG graphs can also be automatically cleaned from the less frequent words and edges to produce an optimized version of this contextual graph spell checker [8] .
The constructed LHG was already successfully used for automatic correction of texts. An application used for viewing vertexes of the LHG is presented in Fig. 2 .
The application for text correction which was using the Linguistic Habit Graph is presented in Fig. 3 . First, this application builds LHG after text corpora and next, it checks all available contexts for entered text suggesting corrections (Fig. 3) .
Currently, many professionally used text editors and Google search engine has also implemented some contextual mechanisms to improve entered text before searching.
However it cannot be used as a text editor. Text editors and processors usually use only Levenshtein distance to suggest possible corrections [11] .
The example of using the LHG and the algorithms for text correction is presented in Fig. 4 . In this example, the same sentence "this is teh lagtse oen ia concert" was ana- While studying the method of storing information in LHG graph there has been noted two significant facts:
1. For the most commonly used word sequence, it will only change labels of LHG edges which represent the numbers of instances of word-triples, i.e. in many cases no new vertexes nor edges are added to the graph.
2. While reading texts (especially from websites) some sentences are incorrect as a result of using incorrect or common words, spelling mistake etc. For a sufficiently large LHG build on a huge number of read texts which could find a threshold value that designates questionable word-triples that should not to be used for corrections. They could be finally removed from the graph permanently.
The increase of LHG is limited and slows down during reading new texts. In order to check how fast the graph grows several experiments have been performed. These studies were based on the analysis of verbal contexts from books, stories and web pages.
Analysis of the LHG grow during reading texts
The number of each word-triples appearing in a specific context and the following range of frequency for each new LHG have been count:
• Examined a context of word-triples appeared only once.
• Examined a context of word-triples appeared from two to five times.
• Examined a context of word-triples appeared six to ten times.
• Examined a context of word-triples appeared more than ten times.
The total number of all word-triples for each analysis was also determined. The most important factor was ex- 
